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David Bohm was one of the foremost scientific thinkers and philosophers of our period. Although
deeply influenced by Einstein, he was also, more unusually for a scientist, inspired by mysticism.
In both technology and philosophy, Bohm's priority was with understanding the type of reality in
general and of consciousness in particular. In this classic work he develops a theory of quantum
physics which treats the totality of existence as an unbroken entire. Indeed, in the 1970s and
1980s he made connection with both J. Krishnamurti and the Dalai Lama whose teachings
helped shape his work. Writing obviously and without technical jargon, he makes complex ideas
available to anyone thinking about the type of reality.
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An important work David Bohm was a significant researcher and wrote a good deal about his
work and ideas. I absolutely love this publication. His writing is normally dense, hard to follow
and, tortuous. But his tips are so important that an try to study them is worth the time. Many of
his suggestions were and still are considered borderline metaphysical. I feel this book is pretty
easy to understand, given its context. Central to this book's philosophy may be the proven fact
that "things" or objects in the world are abstractions from a greater wholistic procedure - 'the
holomovement" - that is usually dynamically changing. On of my top ten Good for those with
insomnia. A publication for the ages, a new classic. Bohm was a great scientist (died 1990s),
known as a brilliant lecturer, researcher, and writer on Relativity Theory and Quantum Physics, a
colleague of Oppenheimer and of Einstein, who however raised fundamental and essential (even
urgent) questions about the atomistic approach of contemporary technology in its attempt to
understand reality. It is for those who have serious queries about the philosophy of research. I
am so grateful to have discovered this book. IT REALLY IS worth trying to earn the fight over the
observer. He proposes a complete new thought process. You certainly do not need to be a
scientist to learn it, but you have to be willing to think for yourself. Love. Love. He was an
esteemed physicist so he has the details and education to back again up some of his apparently
radical, albeit mind-blowing suggestions. For me, at least, his created work is difficult to check
out, in part due to my insufficient skill, but also to his complex writing. I wish I could meet the
past due Mr. Bohm. You will not enjoy it if you're not interested in philosophy, physics and
experimenting with challenging your perspective on reality, even if it will go against the grain of
established academia. Love. I am permanently grateful. Bohm eloquently discusses an elusive
truth.. Energy is Blind I appreciate the theory in relationship. He worked in that borderland
between what is known and what could be known about the quantum world, parapsychology, the
human mind and weird physics. Though I'm still scanning this classic, and will most likely read it
again and again until I can say that I "modestly" understand Bohm's concept, his case for the
implicate order and wholeness has changed my perspective of life and living. His thoughts are
startling, stimulating, and vital. When you have to invent your own language syntax to enable the
conversation of your ideas,and you do it superbly. I am also struck by how incredibly his world
view of the explicate purchase, implicate order, and powerful wholeness parallels the ancient
Buddhist teachings regarding the three realities, that is, the imagined actuality, the relative
actuality, and the perfected actuality. But energy is blind. Just fantastic For me personally, David
Bohm has demonstrated his vision of the infinite universe with tremendous clarity and simplicity.
An excellent example of the union between your "unseen" and the "seen", and the continually
transforming consciousness. From my encounter, I think we can try and depend on the waves
(energy) to carry out or help with conversation. Though I'm still scanning this classic, and will
most .without going off the deep end or going pseudoscience---I'm in awe of that mind. I only
partly agree with Bohm's argument here. Best book o nature and Universe Best book o nature
and Universe... Personally i think as if the observer has used the place of the authority in our
daily living... Bohm contends that this had led to division in not only thought but in culture and is
leading to a destructive pathway for humankind.. Five Stars Still struggling through this, but it's
worthwhile. beautiful read Superlative Bohmian ontology A Book Worthy of Many Hours of
Reflection Bohm was a famous physicists with many suggestions, not only about physics but
about the type of consciousness and reality as well. But he made important advances in actual,
peer- reviewed physics. You can say that Bohm proceeds the custom of what is called "Process
Philosophy," a philosophy that started with the Greek philosopher Heraclitus & most notably
found additional expression in the functions of afterwards philosophers like Henri Bergson and



Alfred Whitehead. The initial handful of chapters of the publication I must confess to not finding
especially convincing. In the first chapter, Bohm argues that modern society is becoming
"fragmented" and fails to start to see the deep wholistic interconnection of all things in the world
and nature. and communicate a whole new way of looking at things usingthat brand-new syntax.
A Quantum look at the big picture of living.Those interested and fascinated with Buddhism and
contemporary science are likely to enjoy this book just as much as I perform.. Elevating. I enjoy
having it handy because romantic relationship is certainly always in movement and presently
there are so many paradoxes relating to an observer. A Soft and Hard Reality Among the finest
scientific minds in recorded history brings a different perspective to reality. If you have to invent
your own vocabulary syntax to . I love this book I really like this book. It is complex and slow
reading but with huge Einstein & Lama learnings collectively. He was a huge. There are several
snippets of insight in this book, the majority of which is expressed fairly briefly and concisely.
The rest is waffle that will lull your brain right into a kind of torpor. He will seem pretty
condescending to "primitive" man who he supposes was "unable to tell the difference between
believed and reality". For the most part it is pretty dull stuff and there is definitely small to snag
ones curiosity. Unless you have a particular interest in abstract concepts or physics, you then
will find your mind automatically wandering to even more important things- like the grocery list or
tonights Television viewing. This kind of conjecture forms the foundation of a lot of his
theorising.
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